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First, then, a definition of terms. By "developments" I mean all those changes, some of them of vast proportions, that have occurred in the Church without being deliberately and self-consciously initiated by Church leadership for the good of the Church. This lack of original self-determination is what, in this definition, distinguishes "developments" from both "reforms" and "reformations."
Developments are changes in mentality or structures that occur in tandem with realities located "outside" the Church, often by a kind of osmosis with them. So gradual and unobtrusive at times is their impact that they may only with the benefit of considerable hindsight be recognized as even having taken place. Once recognized, however, as affecting the Church, some developments have been repudiated as abuses, whereas others have been ratified and embraced. Only upon recognition, if it ever occurs, might developments therefore begin to assume some characteristics of reform or reformation.
Examples of developments abound. One of the earliest and most striking was the change in cultural framework that early Christianity underwent as it was gradually and more effectively assimilated into the Hellenistic world. The "gospel" may or may not have been "Hellenized," but it surely began to be conceptualized and articulated in a different cultural framework than that of Jesus the Jew.
Constantine issued his edict of toleration without the organized initiative of Church membership, yet momentous changes resulted for the Church. Later, the conversion of the barbarian tribes resulted in the phenomenon known as the Feudal Church. Then the revival of urban life in the eleventh and twelfth centuries and the establishment of universities in the thirteenth effected other changes. The invention of printing and, almost in our own day, the invention of radio and television supply examples of further changes that took place "outside" the Church but that have affected it.
The ev6lving role of women in modern society is another such development, as is the emergence of democracy as a characteristic political form of many modern states.
There are, however, other changes that came about in a different way, changes that were selfconsciously initiated by membership within the Church for the presumed good of the Church, changes in melius. This is the common characteristic of what I mean by both "reform" and "reformation," and that is how those terms are generally understood by historians.9 It can effectively be argued that none of these self-conscious phenomena, no matter how important they may have Boston College --Office of University Mission and Ministry http://www.bc.edu/offices/mission/been, brought about such profound changes as did some of the developments I mentioned. Be that as it may, "reforms" and "reformations" have been a significant feature of Church history, especially in the West since the eleventh century, and the very presupposition that underlay them--that the Church has the right, and sometimes the duty, to initiate changes within itself--is a fact of great importance. In any case, it is somewhere within these two categories that Vatican II must be located; for, whatever else it did, it surely undertook its task of aggiornamento in a fully self-conscious way.
How do I distinguish reform from reformation? Here I am dependent upon Thomas Kuhn. By "reform" I mean simply all those changes enacted within the Church that take place within a given frame of reference. They are changes within a system. They are "adjustments" or "emendations,"
terms sometimes used to describe what Vatican II was all about.10 They do not require or effect a new "myth," "model," "universe of discourse," or a new "paradigm." In fact, they support or further articulate certain unchallenged assumptions within a given system. They do not rock the boat; they steady it on its course.
Some examples will perhaps clarify what I mean. The decree Omnis utriusque sexus of the Fourth
Lateran Council, 1215, required annual confession and Communion during the Easter season of every adult Christian. This was a reforming decree, and an important one at that. Yet it did not shock the system. It built on a pattern of piety already recognized as normative, and it confirmed a sacramental practice and theology that were not contested. No matter how effectively or ineffectively the decree was implemented, there is no record of formal or organized opposition to it.
The Council of Trent insisted on the duty of bishops to reside in their dioceses. The Council almost destroyed itself in the bitter debate over whether this duty was jure divino or jure humano, but there was no serious question that this was a duty to be insisted upon. It was a decree, moreover, meant to strengthen a system already normatively in place, not to dislodge it with a new one.
The approbation given the mendicant orders like the Dominicans and Franciscans in the thirteenth century began to alter the way religious life was conceived and practiced in the Church. These approvals practically for the first time officially invested religious with the care of souls. The recurring conflicts that the mendicants had with the bishops through most of the Late Middle Ages indicate that certain old prerogatives were challenged, and a new, parallel system of ministry had come into being as a result of initiatives within the Church.
Nonetheless, it can be argued that this change was simply an adjustment in a system in which monks had, in fact, long engaged in ministry of both word and sacrament, though that ministry was at times officially denied them.11 Bitter though the conflicts between the mendicants and the bishops were at times, the status of the mendicants does not seem to represent an across-the-board shift in ministerial or ecclesiological paradigm. My very hesitancy in pronouncing in this case indicates, however, that in practice it may sometimes be difficult to distinguish between "reform" and "reformation."
What, then, do I mean by "reformation"? I mean a self-consciously induced change in ecclesiastical life or consciousness that is based on principles that tend to dislodge old ones. This reorientation implies, in Kuhn's term, a paradigm shift. It is not "puzzle solving" or "mopping up." It means the displacement of one inclusive model or even worldview for another. When Copernican astronomy replaced Ptolomaic, to use one of Kuhn's examples, it created a different way of viewing the universe and did not merely effect an adjustment within a prevailing view. It forced the abandonment of certain basic assumptions and it replaced them with new ones.
The difficulties in applying such a construct to the history of Christianity are even more enormous than those in applying it to the history of science. For believing Christians, for instance, a total shift of paradigm is by definition impossible. Moreover, the charting of changes in assumptions and in consequent practice in a reality as sprawling as the history of Christianity, or even in a single moment of it, is fraught with problems of which the appearance of a new scientific theory, usually in the mind of one individual, is innocent. Nonetheless, it seems to me that enough can be salvaged in the construct to allow it to be of some use to us in the task in which we are engaged. The difficulties should not, however, be minimized.
There is no doubt, in any case, that some of the proposed or even actualized changes that have occurred in Christian history were of far greater import than others, and that we fail to understand them if we in unreflective manner equate them with lesser ones. Some changes do not merely confirm and further elaborate received ideas and institutions; they challenge and contradict them. Are there in the long history of Christianity any phenomena of self-consciously induced changes that qualify as "reformations"--or, to be slightly safer, as "great reformations"? In my opinion, there are two: the so-called Gregorian Reform of the eleventh century and the Lutheran Reformation of the sixteenth. It is by an analysis of them that I intend to move "towards a historical assessment of
Vatican II," in order to judge whether that Council better fits the category of "reform" or "reformation." I will try to isolate and analyze features in the two reformations that made them successful and thereby try to construct an "anatomy" or a "structure" of an ecclesiastical reformation.
By a "successful reformation" I mean merely that, within the limits of all historical endeavors, the change was able to institutionalize itself in such an effective fashion that it wrought a transformation in ways of thinking and behaving that had extremely long-range effects. By "success" I mean, therefore, that the change was clearly identifiable as relating to the impulse that initiated it, that it clearly displaced or notably I modified older institutions, that it created mechanisms and agents to perpetuate itself so that a reversal of course would for a long period of time be virtually impossible.
By "success" I do not mean to pass judgment on any of the other merits or demerits of the phenomena in question.
I. THE GREGORIAN AND LUTHERAN REFORMATIONS
Before I proceed to an analysis of these two movements, some background information may be helpful. I assume that the readers of this journal will have sufficient familiarity with the Lutheran Reformation to follow my arguments, but perhaps some basic facts about the Gregorian Reform--or Investiture Controversy, as it is sometimes termed--may need to be recalled.13 That phenomenon was a complex series of historical events that in its more obvious phase stretched from the beginning of the pontificate of Leo IX in 1049 to the Concordat of Worms in 1122. Its most intense period Germany led to civil war in Germany, to the siege and sacking of Rome by imperial and Norman forces, and to the death of the pope in exile.
The "reform party" (the popes and their supporters from 1049 to 1122) fought for the elimination of simony, clerical concubinage, and lay intervention in the designation of bishops, including the bishop of Rome. These were its immediate goals. But since it thereby challenged the feudal and familial relationships between the clergy and lay magnates upon which early medieval society rested, historians see the controversy as the first massive attack on the feudal system as such. It is generally considered one of the great turning points of Western history.
Within the Church itself the Gregorian Reform insisted on clearer distinctions of function between clergy and laity. It based its case on ancient canons and secured its position through an unprecedentedly heavy reliance on legalistic argumentation. It sparked the development of a more visible, vigilant, and centralized papacy, more conscious than ever before of a pre-eminence over other bishoprics. Papal right to act in various civil and ecclesiastical cases began to be exercised with new frequency and with a clearer sense of ultimate authority. The movement thus had an effect on the way the Church functioned that would long outlast the achievement of its more immediate goals over which the struggle raged until at least 1122. In fact, the role of the papacy in the Church and the dominant, almost exclusive role played by the clergy in Church order, as we know these realities today, are clearly traceable to the Gregorian Reform.
A word must be said, meanwhile, about my isolating the specifically Lutheran component in the much larger phenomenon of the Protestant Reformation. I do so for reasons of economy in an essay that in fact demands several volumes to argue its case effectively and also because Luther was the catalyst who unleashed the larger reality that always remained somewhat dependent on the direction he gave it, immense though the diversities within that reality would be. Whatever those diversities, for instance, there was in every case a clear rejection of the papal component in Church order.
Luther is, in other words, prototypical as the initiator of the various Protestant reformations, and I employ him in the essay in precisely that role; implied, therefore, is a regrettable but necessary oversimplification of the situation that developed in the sixteenth century to a large extent as a result of his initiative.
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We are now, at last, in a position to study these two "great reformations." In what follows I propose four major aspects under which to view and compare them. The first question to be answered here is how these reformations verify in their content my claim for their paradigmatic radicality. Next the language or "rhetoric" will be examined to see how these reformations made themselves heard and had impact on consciousness. Thirdly, I will examine the quality of leadership in both of them and, finally, try to see ways they grounded themselves in social or politico-ecclesiastical institutions.
I have created these four categories of analysis, along with their subdivisions, during the years I have spent teaching and writing about reforms and reformers in the Church. The categories are my own.
Except for the idea of "model" or "paradigm," I am not aware of any immediate dependencies on other authors for them, although at this point I would have difficulty in retrieving the various works that over a long period of time may have suggested one or another of them to me. I believe they are adequate to the task I have set, but of course others could be added to them for a more complete treatment.
Their principal advantage, it seems to me, is that they lift our considerations to a broad perspective.
In this they differ from sociological studies of the Council that view it close-up and that examine more immediate phenomena like the impact the Council has thus far had on religious vocations, attendance at Mass, and similar issues. Helpful though such approaches are, they need to be proponents, they assumed radical implications as they were translated into action. They became the foundations from which their proponents intended to accomplish their divinely ordained task of setting the world right.
To insure the universal observance of clerical celibacy, the elimination of simony in the "buying and selling" of Church offices, and the establishment of canonical procedures in the election of bishops, the Gregorians in effect began to create a new Church order. With the advantages of hindsight, we today see more clearly where their proposals were carrying them than they did themselves. The Gregorians set in motion a long process that would eventually eliminate from Church order the active role the lay magnates had played for centuries.
Canon law, interpreted in a decidedly papal sense, would soon emerge as the central ecclesiastical discipline. Most important of all, the papacy emerged with new or at least more vigorous claims, so that the leadership and effective mechanisms in Church order passed from abbots, bishops, and lay princes to the popes. From the shadowy, ill-defined, principally symbolic and liturgical role of the popes in previous centuries, the "papal monarchy" came into being. By the early fourteenth century, the curial theologian Giles of Rome could utter a definition of ecclesiastical order that would never have crossed the mind of anybody in the tenth: "the pope, who can be said to be the Church." 17That was a hotly contested proposition even when Giles advocated it, but the fact that it even occurred to him tells us much about the shift in consciousness that had occurred in the intervening centuries in some theologians, partisan advocates though they may have been.
Luther passed rather quickly from a focused issue--an abstract and strictly theological one at that--to an across-the-board program. Earlier in the same year in which he wrote the Freedom of the Christian, he published his Appeal to the German Nobility. In some ways that document reads like nothing more than a grocery list of late-medieval grievances and thus would seem to contain nothing new. Read in the context of Luther's other writings and in the context of his doctrine of justification, the document has an internal cohesion that, again, sets the stage for a radical change in Church order. It would cancel or blunt, for instance, many of the achievements of the Gregorians regarding the role of laity and papacy in the Church.
Underlying his writings on an even deeper level was a redefinition of piety and religious attitude. His shorthand expression for this redefinition was a rejection of "works righteousness" in favor of righteousness by faith. Along this line he composed a new sacramental theology and constructed a powerful theology of the Word. In all this he was convinced he was ultimately basing himself on the traditional repudiation by the Church of Pelagianism, the damnable heresy that the doctrine of justification by faith laid low.
election of the pope in the hands of the cardinal-bishops was an affront to this practice and a harbinger of things to come.
From a religious point of view, there were certainly problems with some of the practices that prevailed in the Feudal Church. Unworthy men became bishops and abbots, sometimes through deals that deserve the label of simony that the Gregorians attached to them. But there were also advantages for the Church. Dedicated prelates, for instance, were not a rarity.
In any case, it never occurred to most persons that the practices were "abuses." Those practices simply were the way things were. For the Gregorians to make their case credible, they had to introduce a new way of arguing, based on a new model of the ideal Church.
"Scripture alone" is a theological principle found in Aquinas.18 But the circumstances surrounding Luther's invocation of it invest it with a quite different significance. He certainly was not in the first place opposing Scripture to "tradition," as Catholics sometimes
assume, but to "philosophy." The scriptural doctrine of justification contradicts Aristotle's proposition that it is by doing good deeds that one acquires good habits and thus becomes a good person. For Luther, the Christian is good only through divine favor--"grace alone"--not by his deeds or good works. This truth destroys the pretensions of human reason.
Luther came to oppose the papacy and the Church order that the papacy symbolized, therefore, not so much because he found no basis for it in Scripture but because the papacy, in opposing his teaching on justification, in effect was suppressing the gospel. It was for this reason that he saw it as the Antichrist, busy in the world doing the devil's work for him.
With that fact as background, Luther could invoke the "Scripture alone" principle in a different way--now to search the Bible for a Church order that in his opinion more clearly conformed to the Bible, shorn of the accretion of the centuries that had intervened since then; Calvin and other Protestant leaders would carry this search much further. With "Scripture alone" as his professed norm, Luther applied it to sacramental practice and theology, and to other issues as well. Luther's repudiation of canon law (mere "human inventions") as a basis for that order was as fervid as the Gregorians' advocacy of it.
Boston College --Office of University Mission and Ministry http://www.bc.edu/offices/mission/In a role reversal with the papal party of the Gregorians, the "papists" now had to argue for the validity of the status quo. The problems that "the Lutherans" and "the papists" had in understanding each other was now not only the vast range of particulars over which they were in controversy, but the difference in the underlying models, values, authenticity tests, and presuppositions that were explicitly or implicitly in play. A paradigm shift had taken place concerning what the Church and even the "true Christian" looked like.
Reform Rhetoric
It is one thing to have a program based on a paradigm shift; it is quite another to rally support for it.
Paradigm shifts by definition fly in the face of common sense and received opinions. To the unbiased beholder they are far from self-validating. They threaten the very basis on which institutions are seen to operate, and thus seem to be nightmares rather than solutions.
Certainly, the societies to which they were addressed had to be to some extent psychologically and sociologically disposed, and some sense of anomaly within the old paradigm had to be operative. In both of our instances, grievances and problems of various kinds were surfacing and beginning to be addressed in more effective fashion. These grievances and problems were the soft underbellies of the old paradigm, but the radical surgery that a new paradigm implies is always an unpopular intervention.
The new paradigms had to be mounted, therefore, in a propaganda campaign as massive as the radicality of the program itself. Both these reformations forged in fact, without the considered calculation with which we are familiar today, effective instruments for such a campaign.19 Their rhetoric outfitted their paradigms with emotional and valuational overtones.
1)
Slogans. First, in each case a slogan soon emerged. For the Gregorians the slogan was "the liberty of the Church." This is what they convinced themselves they were fighting for when they opposed the emperor and other lay leaders. For Luther the slogan was "justification by faith alone" or simply "the gospel." These words were not invented by Luther, but he invested them with a meaning peculiarly his own.
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The psychological advantages of such condensed and encapsulating expressions need not be proved to persons like ourselves, so familiar with the techniques of modern advertising.
Slogans function as cheer, as loyalty test, as battle cry. In the eleventh and twelfth centuries the slogan of the Gregorians seems to have performed all these functions. Luther, with his usual psychological acumen, actually saw his message as a "battle cry."20 The success of the Gregorians in making their slogan operative could not be more effectively demonstrated than by its eventual incorporation into the prayers of the liturgy.21 It was thereby both enshrined and also provided with an ongoing mechanism with which to perpetuate the vision of the Church that it represented.
It is important to note the relationship of these two slogans to the focused issues that characterized each of the reformations. The advantages of such focuses are many: they give the movement a center, enable friends to be distinguished from enemies, provide a measure with which to distinguish progress from regress. And, critically important, they can be summed up in a slogan.
An example of a reform that in its articulation lacked such focus is the Council of Constance, 1414-17, which called for "reform in faith and morals, in head and members." A potentially more radical program is difficult to imagine. But its very all-inclusiveness, reflected in the slogan, helped dissipate, rather than marshal, reform efforts in Europe in the century before the Reformation. It did, nonetheless, engender part of that vague sense of anomaly, that unease with the present dispensation, that was a precondition for receptivity to messages like Luther's.
2) Redefinition. One of the most striking features of these two reformations is that they were unanticipated in the forms in which they received their classic articulation. There was relatively little in the history of the Middle Ages until about 1050 that suggested that the "liberty of the Church" from lay interventions was a possible or desirable "reform." The role that emperors, kings, and nobles played was generally perceived as good, not bad--as indispensable for the smooth functioning of Church and society. The Gregorians redefined this role when they opposed the "truth" of the ancient canons to the mere "custom" of their contemporaries. In this dramatic redefinition we have another indication of the revolutionary nature of that reformation.
Although the century between the end of the Council of Constance and the publication of the Ninety-five Theses resounded with cries for reform, nobody anticipated that "justification by faith" would be the issue over which conflict would explode. Eminent spokesmen for reform like Erasmus called for simplification of religious practices and for greater interiority--for a more spiritual appreciation of "good works." No one questioned, however, that "good works" were "good" and religiously meritorious. Nonetheless, Luther effected precisely such a reversal, such a turnaround, through his presentation of the truth of "justification by faith alone." This doctrine was framed in Luther's "theology of the cross,"
which would lead him to defend the proposition that naturally good acts are sins.22
The very boldness of these redefinitions gave them rhetorical force. They could not be ignored, for they flew too clearly in the face of common sense. They could not get lost in a bundle of other, more conventional proposals, for they challenged too directly the very foundations on which the other proposals rested. Doubters could be referred to clearly designated tests for their authenticity.
What I am saying is that in both of these reformations "abuses" were not abuses until they were perceived and defined as such. Until that moment they were good, or at least neutral.
From the psychological standpoint, it is difficult to conceive a more brilliant success than the redefinitions these reformations articulated.23
3) Prophetic stance. Another feature of this reform rhetoric was the prophetic stance and language assumed by the two leaders. This language was "prophetic" in at least four senses.
First, the style resembled the assertive, take-it-or-leave-it style often assumed by the prophets of Israel. Put negatively, it eschewed discursive, dialectical, homiletical, or persuasional styles.
Gregory VII, moreover, quoted the prophets and knew that it was incumbent upon him to "cry aloud."24 Luther, the "doctor hyperbolicus," insisted that a proclamatory and categorical style, "assertion," is what the Christian message by its very nature requires.25
Second, both men assumed the burden of denouncing the evils of their day, cost what it might. This meant unmasking the enemies of truth and confronting them with their error.
They were both convinced they lived in a world in which the devil held sway. 26 In this dangerous situation enemies assumed a bigger-than-life stature. They had to be unmasked for what they were, and the dangers they posed unambiguously denounced. This is the "rhetoric of reproach" in which both reformers consistently indulged.27
While they did this, they assumed a further prophetic function of holding out the promise of better times to come, once truth triumphed over error. Even as they "tore down" one order, they promised to "build up" another. It must be admitted that the good measure of pessimism in both Gregory and Luther somewhat inhibited this aspect of their prophetic function. Nonetheless, along with a "rhetoric of reproach," they utilized a "rhetoric of great expectations." Along with enemies to be destroyed, there were hopes to be realized. Thus was created a vision that goes beyond a "program." Such rhetoric minimizes difficulties, creates enthusiasm, discourages sober analysis.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, both men assumed the persona of a prophet.
According to the prophetic model, they identified their cause with God's. Although they understood the term in quite different ways, both men were preoccupied with justitia--justice, righteousness, God's sovereignty. In the earliest interpretation of Luther by his followers, he was in fact perceived as a prophet, after centuries of prophetic silence among God's people. Both men, surely, saw themselves as spokesmen for God, the essential definition of the prophetic role.
The net result of the prophetic stance is that it provokes a crisis situation. By definition given to confrontation, it forces decision. It divides father from son and mother from daughter.
Both the Gregorian and the Lutheran reformations convulsed the society of their day; they led to war, bloodshed, and political disarray. The emperor ordered Gregory to descend from the papal throne, denouncing him to the whole Christian world as "false monk" and not a true pope, and he eventually was responsible for Gregory's being driven from the city of Rome and dying in desperate exile. Luther lived his whole life after 1521 as an The crisis that the Gregorians provoked in Western society ended with a kind of reconciliation, though so shaky that it contained a potential for a later schism if the memories of the role played by lay leaders in the Church were ever later revived and fanned into flames, as happened in the sixteenth century. Luther's crisis produced an immediate schism, resulted in a century of religious wars throughout northern Europe, and divided
Western Christianity until our own day.
Leadership
A feature that characterized both reformations, as must be clear by now, was the fierce passion that animated both Gregory and Luther. Although Gregory was involved in the movement almost from the beginning, the reformation was under way before he clearly assumed its direction. Nonetheless, he soon made the reformation his reformation. He identified it with the very meaning of his life itself. It today quite correctly bears his name.
Luther, on the other hand, was the pivotal figure from the very first. It was his case and his cause that stood in the dock. For his truth he risked his reputation and his life--over the course of decades.
With excellent psychological accuracy statements are ascribed to both men at vindicate their utter commitment to their causes: to Gregory, as his dying words, "I have loved justice and hated iniquity; therefore I die in exile;" to Luther, "Here I stand; I can do no other,"29
The importance of such utter commitment in effecting a reformation is obvious. Reformation means a changing of set ways and mentalities, which implies dislodging imbedded interest-groups and earning their hatred. The resistance to such change is inevitably enormous and requires heroic energies to overcome it. The old axiom that it is more difficult to reform a religious order than to found a new one betrays a profound understanding of how institutions function.
If historians find it difficult to chart the precise impact of reform councils like Lateran IV and Constance, part of that difficulty lies in the that these councils, being the responsibility of everyone, ended by being the responsibility of no one. The permanent impact that Trent had in the Church
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The impact of Trent was also due to the devoted follow-through of people like Charles Borromeo and others, who appropriated with zeal specific proposals and were determined to perpetuate them through institutional forms like seminaries, frequent diocesan and provincial synods, enforced residency of pastors in their parishes, and clear pastoral directives. Borromeo's bitter conflicts with the Spanish authorities in Milan testify to the risks he was prepared to take to see his measures implemented.
Institutional Grounding
In both the Gregorian and Lutheran reformations, leadership of course extended beyond the two principal figures. Others were won to the cause, and they committed themselves and their fate to its furtherance. Thus these movements began to insert themselves into the fabric of society, with the effect that some old institutions began to function in different ways and some new institutions, selfperpetuating in certain instances, were founded.
The papal Curia, for example, had a long history before the Gregorians came onto the scene, yet that reformation gave great impetus to its fuller development and imbued it with a keener sense of responsibility as an authoritative clearinghouse with an international scope. The intestate clergy that celibacy implied must also enter into consideration. In Germany in the sixteenth century, the Protestant princes who seized Church lands or who particularly enjoyed the role Luther sometimes assigned them as "emergency bishops" soon had high stakes in the outcome of the religious controversies. We assume that, as reformers, Gregory and Luther had a powerful impact upon the religious sensibilities of Christians who heard their message. I mention the Curia, intestate clergy, and the German nobility, however, to underscore that the message had an institutional component as well. 
II. VATICAN COUNCIL II
By this time I trust that I have provided sufficient information to indicate why both the Gregorian and the Lutheran movements deserve the appellation "great reformation" that I attach to them, as well as how and why they deserve to be judged "successful." By means of their content, rhetoric, leadership, and institutional grounding, they proposed and effected a paradigmatic change that had long-range effects. We are now in a position to address Vatican II in this large historical perspective. 31 In the light of the categories I have utilized, does it more closely approximate a "reform" or a "great reformation"? How does it relate to "developments"?
The disclaimer that it is too early to judge must, of course, be invoked. After all, it took centuries for the implications of the Gregorian reformation to take hold and become widely operative. We must expect the same of Vatican II, if it is to be categorized as "great reformation." Nonetheless, we at least have at our disposal some categories of analysis and some historical models against which to test what we have experienced and observed over the past twenty years. In my opinion, there is reason to believe that in Vatican II we may indeed be witnessing another "great reformation." That is the central statement in my thesis. However, there are such notable discrepancies between Vatican II and the two models--especially in the rhetoric, leadership, and institutional grounding of the Council--that a definitive judgment is at this point impossible. Even so, by engaging in this process of assessment, tentative though it is, we are enabled to get a helpful perspective on the Council and thus on ourselves. That last is the ultimate objective, I believe, of good historical studies. Council never unambiguously articulated that paradigm, however, and hence any discussion of it will to some degree reflect the lack of clarity in the conciliar statements themselves. In what follows concerning Vatican II, in all its aspects, I will try to follow Aristotle's sage advice of not forcing more clarity and precision onto this subject than it from its nature will bear.32 I would maintain, nonetheless, that in both its formal and its material aspects the idea of aggiornamento marked a notable departure from the fundamental paradigm of Church order that prevailed before the Council.
Viewed formally, "in the breadth of its application and in the depth of its implications, aggiornamento was a revolution in the history of the idea of reform." This was--and remains--my fundamental judgment about the Council. I will not repeat here all the arguments for that judgment that I originally adduced, but merely state its premises.
Until the Council, Catholic thought on reform was based on what can be called a "classicist" mentality. According to such a mentality, the Church moved through history more or less unaffected by history. "Men must be changed by religion, not religion by men" was the concise articulation of this position, enunciated by Giles of Viterbo at the opening session of the Fifth Lateran Council, 1512.33 The Church was so aware of the divine origin of its doctrines, rites, and discipline and of the continuity of its traditions that the historical and contingent component of these realities received relatively little attention.
In the past hundred years especially, a new "historical consciousness has emerged in Western society that has influenced even sacred studies--Scripture, liturgy, canon law, the "development" of doctrine.
The "progressive" theologians who eventually came to have such great influence at Vatican II were affected by this mentality, and they soon began to determine the way the Council conceived its task.
An awareness, more radical than ever before in the history of the Church, that "things have not always been thus" took hold, and it emboldened the Council to review its agenda with new eyes.
The Council never denied, of course, the divine origin of the message and mission of the Church; in fact, it insisted upon it repeatedly. Nevertheless, the Council also evinced a sense of freedom and The Council thereby began to effect a shift in consciousness closer to a "great reformation" than to a "reform." The seeds for this "revolution" are contained in the way the idea of aggiornamento began to operate within the Council, bursting the modest confines originally foreseen for it. The fact that the Council was at the time hailed as "the end of the Constantinian era," the "end of the Counter
Reformation," and even as the "new Pentecost" testifies that participants and observers sensed that something more momentous was at stake than adjustments or emendations within a given system. 34 The ship was not perceived as being steadied in its course but as striking out in a new direction.
What was that new direction? Here we begin to enter the material aspects of the paradigm. Unlike its formal character, the content of the paradigm cannot be summarized in a few paragraphs. This situation is due in part to the vastness and diffuse character of the conciliar documents, in part to the fact that the Council generally did not state where and to what degree its directives differed from those in force before the Council. Broad aims did emerge, however, and taken together they indicate the changes in substance that the paradigm began to effect.
Put in the most generic terms, the aims of the Council were as follows: to end the stance of cultural isolation that the Church was now seen as having maintained; to initiate a new freedom of expression and action within the Church that certain Vatican institutions were now interpreted as having previously curtailed; to distribute more broadly the exercise of pastoral authority, especially by strengthening the role of the episcopacy and local churches vis-a-vis the Holy See; to modify in people's consciousness and in the actual functioning of the Church the predominantly clerical, institutional, and hierarchical model that had prevailed; to affirm the dignity of the laity in the Church; to establish through a more conciliatory attitude, through some new theological insights, and through effective mechanisms a better relationship with other religious bodies, looking Of all the changes in attitude that the Council seemed to permit or promote, few were more profound in their implications than that there was "salvation outside the Church," even outside position on "salvation outside the Church" has for Christology, soteriology--and ecclesiology are enormous and are only now beginning to be elaborated.37
In adjusting itself in this and other ways to a "world consciousness," the Council gave shape to its own paradigm of the Church. After recourse to its own tradition, the Council determined that the Church could and should in fact refashion its own paradigm to bring it more into accord with conditions "out there." The need of the Church at present, a need legitimated by the tradition itself, was to accommodate to the present situation.
We thus arrive at the authenticity test for the formal and material aspects of the Council's paradigm.
On what basis were the many changes it promoted justified? The ultimate justification was the selfvalidating authority of the Council itself, but the more immediate one was, in fact, the "needs of the times." The test was coterminous with the paradigm.
When the test is compared with the ones adduced in the Gregorian and Lutheran reformations, it lacks the more focused and specific quality that those enjoyed. The lack of focus here points to the lack of a single "focused issue," in contrast with those reformations. Nothing is more characteristic of
Vatican II than the breadth of its concerns, never neatly packaged into a central issue. in a world receptive to such a message. But visions of hope, unless somehow soon realized, tend after a short while to be forgotten or to turn sour. It seems to be true, unfortunately, that the "rhetoric of reproach" has more staying power.40
The refusal by the Council to engage in vituperation extended to the practices and attitudes that it was in fact repudiating. The Council heads off in a new direction often without indication that an older direction has been abandoned, without much indication even of what that older direction was.
In other words, explicit redefinition of what was good and bad--vernacular liturgy rather than Latin liturgy, conciliatory rather than polemical attitudes towards the churches of the Reformation, and similar matters--had to be done by "experts" outside the Council. These experts quite often indulged in sharp criticism of the preconciliar situation. In lectures, in books, in articles in both popular and learned journals, and in jokes at cocktail parties, deficiencies and aberrations were pointed out. This activity took place, however, apart from the official texts of the Council. Today, twenty years after the Council, its conciliatory language produces notable problems for anyone trying to teach its documents to a generation born after the Council closed.
An even more confusing situation occurs at those points in the documents of the Council where the "new" is simply placed alongside the "old," with the apparent assumption that they are mutually compatible and both equally valid. The now classic example of this problem, of course, is how to relate chapter 3 in Lumen gentium, which treats the hierarchical character of the Church, to the rest of the document. The vertical "hierarchical Church" and the more horizontal "people-of-God
Church" may be reconcilable, but the documents do not clearly tell us how to effect that Nonetheless, the Council evoked a crisis in Catholicism. How is this fact to be explained? In a
Church that by and large distinguished itself from other Christian bodies in the West by its confession of unbroken continuity with its venerable past, the slogan of aggiornamento, for all its surface appeal, had bite. Attempts to downplay its innovative character, moreover, had to face the reality of the adjustments in practice and attitude with which it consistently confronted the faithful.
Never before in the history of Catholicism had so many changes been legislated and implemented that immediately touched the lives of common folk, and never before had such radical adjustments of viewpoint been so abruptly required of them. The verbal rhetoric of the Council may have been reassuring; the "rhetoric of action" that accompanied it was not.
The changes the Council mandated were thrust upon a membership that was psychologically and theologically unprepared to receive them. Elements of the "new paradigm" that before the Council had been gestating in the minds of some theologians had never been allowed to mature even in academic circles in an atmosphere of healthy give-and-take, and the faithful had been kept even more carefully sheltered from any suggestion that certain issues were under discussion. The advantages of the Latin liturgy, for instance, had been deeply inculcated upon the minds and hearts of the faithful up to the time the Council opened. It is now easy to forget, moreover, the restrictions that John Courtney Murray suffered for his ideas on religious liberty.
When the changes came, they burst upon the scene. Some of them, like the changes in the liturgy, were implemented in autocratic fashion, with little or no attempt to explain them. The "rhetoric" of the Council, now viewed broadly to include the actions that interpreted the words, was more assertive, therefore, than it at first seems. Paradoxically, the conciliatory language of the Council was accompanied by an autocratic manner of implementing the decisions of the Council. In many ways the language did not correlate with the kinds of changes that began to take place. Crisis, or at least confusion, was the almost inevitable result.
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One of the greatest contrasts between the changes effected by Vatican II and those affected by the two reformations is that the former emanated a committee, whereas the latter were causes assumed by two individuals utterly committed to visions they had made their own. By the time the Council was over, the participants did not lack enthusiasm or its aggiornamento but, due to the very matrix in which aggiornamento came into being, they did lack passion for it.
"Pope John's Council," as it finally turned out, could only remotely be claimed by him. That great pope deserves credit for convoking the Council, but there is not the slightest shred of evidence that he foresaw or intended the direction it took. In any case, he died early in the Council and, again by the very nature of the case that would have prevailed even if he had survived, his successors were only implementers of decisions taken by a group.
The unclarities, the hesitations, the qualifications, the ambivalences that mark the documents reflect the huge committee in which they were hammered out. They were the price paid to obtain consensus. They reflect the work of a committee, whose members went home to resume life pretty much as usual once the work was done. Gregory and Luther never "went home."
The very comprehensiveness of the documents and their care not to offend, as well as their concern to satisfy various constituencies, militated against their being assumed by any individual as passionately his own. It can be questioned, in fact, just how clearly some of the fathers understood what they had wrought and now had to communicate to constituencies that understood less than they did.
All this is not to underestimate what that "huge committee" accomplished. I know of no other such assembly in history that undertook such a bold reshaping of the institution it represented, and did it with more fairness, serenity, and courage. The care to win, not impose, consensus was a hallmark of the Council, as exemplified by its insistence on at least a two-third majority, soon leading almost to unanimity, for all its important steps.42 Nonetheless, the problems inherent in such assemblies and in the "committee documents" they produce must not be underestimated. As some of the leading "Class" is a vague word, and it becomes vaguer when applied to a phenomenon like this one.
Furthermore, one can hardly state that this new class of ministers has a life-and-death stake in the shape of aggiornamento. Moreover, lay ministry is not as totally new in the Church as we sometimes believe; religious sisters and brothers, for instance, have long engaged in activities that can be described as ministry. The difference today is that the laity is doing things once reserved exclusively to priests. In that sense it is a new reality in Catholicism, and its implications for the future are altogether unpredictable. 44 The apprehensions in certain circles today regarding the whole question of ministry indicates that a sensitive nerve is being touched. The present "crisis in ministry" is part of the legacy of the Council, and it may indicate that through it a new institutional grounding is taking place.
From the very moment that Pope John XXIII announced on January, 25, 1959 , that he intended to convoke a council, the most obvious and explicit instrument for its institutional grounding was to be the revision of the Code of Canon Law. Now that the new Code is completed and promulgated, scholars are examining it to see how faithfully it reflects the Council and carries it forward. Some are disappointed with its caution; others believe it is an appropriate, probably only provisional, step forward.45
In some of its provisions the new Code surely reflects the theology of the laity found in key documents of the Council. The Code provides, for instance, for mandatory involvement of the laity in all financial matters pertaining to diocesan and parochial life; the laity may perform all the functions of an ordained deacon when particular conditions so warrant; the removal of the old canon that limited a pastor to one parish opens the way for laity and members of the "consecrated life"
(religious) to perform the day-to-day care of souls previously reserved to priests. Thus the new Code, while reaffirming the traditional Roman-law theories of polity, also admits a pastoral practice and theology that in certain ways runs counter to an older structure. The suggestions of a grounding of a paradigmatic shift seem to be present.46 Where does this leave us in our assessment? First, we must recall that the Gregorian and Lutheran reformations are in no way prescriptive or normative for other self-induced changes on a large scale that might occur at some given time in the history of the Christian Church. These two reformations provide models for comparison and supply materials from which to construct some instruments of analysis; nothing more--or less. No historical event or phenomenon ever repeats itself. This is true of the two reformations. My analysis of them designedly highlighted their similarities, thereby doing violence to the immense differences that distinguish them from one another. There is no reason to anticipate that Vatican II would altogether tally even with the similarities I have indicated between these reformations. Indeed, we should a priori expect that the differences would far outweigh the likenesses. Europe began to emerge from the feudal age; as the "papal monarch" rose to prominence, so did national monarchies. We cannot adequately speak about religious paradigms without locating them in the larger cultural context.
This consideration is not meant to minimize the aggressive energies of the reformations viewed in themselves, but to emphasize that they were not self-contained realities. Earlier I made the point that changes that take place "outside" the Church result in "developments" within the Church. It is, accordingly, also true that no "reformation" within the Church can ultimately succeed unless it correlates with some realities out there." The reason is obvious: the same human person is both member of the Church and citizen of the world.
Whatever the intrinsic force of a reformation, it has to be "received to be effective. Any movement that is too much at odds with general culture is bound to fail or remain marginal, unless, of course, it is carried forward by sheer violence. Only if the movement is somehow co-ordinate with the hopes, grievances, mentality, and structures of society at large does it have a chance of success. If the movement is thus co-ordinated, even imperfectly, the culture itself contains a momentum that after a certain point tends to carry the movement along, most probably in ways that transcend the intentions of the original creators.
Most characteristic of Vatican II was precisely its effort to co-ordinate itself with general culture. The very nature of this enterprise suggests why the rhetoric of the Council differed from the rhetoric of Gregory and Luther. The rhetoric differed because the enterprises were different. The Council adopted a conciliatory rhetoric because it was engaged in a conciliatory task.
Initially the Council meant to speak only to the Roman Catholic Church, but as it moved along it extended its message to "the whole of humanity." There were thus two sets of addressees: those The rhetoric of the Council is thus intimately related to its enterprise. That enterprise was complex--but also unique and unprecedented in that a major change was undertaken not in prophetic Opposition to something but as an act of profound reconciliation. If this was what was unique about the Council, then it is here we must especially look in order to assess it.
To assess Vatican II, therefore, we must return to the radical nature of aggiornamento. The material aspects of that principle as the Council actually formulated them are, of course, important. Far more important, it seems to me, is the formal aspect, i.e., the admission of the principle of deliberate reconciliation between the Church and certain changes taking place outside it.
This admission implies a continuation after the Council of the open-ended agenda that characterized the Council itself. If we are now "beyond" the Council, that is where we should be. Important though specific decisions were and continue to be, more important would be the continuing, and inevitable, dialogue of the Church with the world outside it. The central point of contact was the new historical consciousness that pervades modern culture and that had such impact on the Council itself. This consciousness meant an admission of contingency on a scale larger than was ever admitted before. By admitting the principle, the Council admitted the inevitability of ongoing change, admitted the impossibility of being immune to such change.
As I illustrated earlier, many of the most profound changes that have taken place in the history of the Church were not the result, in the first instance, of self-conscious initiative on the part of Church membership. There is no reason to believe that the situation is any different today, except perhaps more intensified because of the mass media and the fast pace of contemporary culture. Few cultural it may be possible in particular instances and for a short while to resist or deny the paradigm, the reality of the new consciousness will persist and have its effects.
It is important to recall that many, even most, political revolutions have been followed by some attempt at "restoration." Restorations moderate excesses, but they do so by positing a dream world that artificially reconstructs the conditions of days gone by. The unreality of that world guarantees that it will not last long. The proponents of the Gregorian and the Lutheran reformations soon experienced disappointment at what seemed to be the futility of their efforts and the dissipation of their visions. But both of these movements were too much in concert with their epochs to go down in defeat. Forces outside them began, sometimes unwittingly and unwillingly, to carry them forward.
Was Vatican II, then, another "great reformation"? If it was, it was quite different from the other two. Nonetheless, despite the complexity of its rhetoric, despite the weakness of its leadership and institutional grounding, I am inclined to answer in the affirmative. There are, however, signs to the contrary.
Perhaps we would be on less contested, and more helpful, ground if we simply rephrased the question. Was Vatican II at least symptomatic of a huge change in perception and in ways of thinking, judging, and acting that marks modern culture and that therefore will inevitably continue to mark the course of theology and Church order? Here the answer can be a sturdier affirmative. By this affirmative we assess both Vatican II and the general situation of the Church and ourselves in contemporary culture--which was the point of the question about Vatican II in the first place. There is little doubt in my mind that the Roman Catholic Church has in the past twenty years entered a new era of its history. The Council is more responsible than any other single agent for the formal inception of that era.
No large institution will overnight transform its paradigm into something entirely different; no institution ever continues over a long period of time to operate wholly on the same paradigm,
especially not an institution so deeply imbedded in human culture as the Roman Catholic Church.
The persistent Catholic impulse to reconcile "nature and grace" is, when raised to the level of social 
